Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale™
2015 Enterprise Assessment Kit

Executive Summary
The Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale is a new way to measure the ability of your company to
conduct omnichannel, experience-driven commerce across touchpoints. It highlights areas of the
business that constrain your ability to succeed, and provides both descriptive and visual results to help
you fully understand your level of commerce maturity relative to the current standard of excellence. Its
objective is to generate a custom model of critical capabilities at your company, so that you can be more
effective at articulating, planning, and influencing digital commerce strategy.
The ACMS assessment is designed for large and mid-sized enterprises that currently generate over
US$20M in annual revenue from websites, mobile apps, and other digital experiences. Results will only
be valid for businesses that meet this criteria.
Complimentary assistance is available to help qualified companies complete and interpret their
assessment. Email us at ACMS@elasticpath.com for more information.
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The Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale
The Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale (ACMS) measures the ability of your company to conduct
omnichannel, experience-driven commerce across touchpoints. It highlights areas of your business
that constrain your ability to succeed, and provides both descriptive and visual results to help you fully
understand your level of digital commerce maturity relative to the current standard of excellence.
Completing the assessment takes 20-30 minutes, and requires that you rate several attributes of your
company. These scores will determine which one of 16 distinct maturity profiles your business belongs to
– a new and more personalized way of thinking about digital commerce that is more effective than simply
following generic “best practices”.
The results also include an insightful kite graph, which visually indicates how your scores establish an
upper limit on the quality of digital commerce projects that your business can expect to achieve based on
its current capabilities. This graph also provides a useful way to explore how improvements in specific
areas affect your overall capacity to deliver effective digital commerce.
The ACMS assessment was designed for large and mid-sized enterprises that currently generate more
than US$20M in annual revenue from their websites, mobile apps, and other digital experiences. The
results will only be valid for businesses that meet this criteria.
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How ACMS Assessment Works
Because of tremendous differences in their structure and capabilities, it is difficult for every business
to successfully follow a “one size fits all” playbook for digital commerce. The ACMS assessment tackles
this challenge by dividing companies into 16 distinct maturity profiles – each with its own strengths,
challenges, and opportunities. This descriptive approach enables you to better evaluate how different
digital commerce solutions and strategies will actually work in the context of your company.
An ACMS assessment is simple to prepare, and consists of three steps:
•
•
•

Ranking your business across four different dimensions;
Determining which one of the 16 maturity profiles your business fits into;
Plotting the scores for your business onto the ACMS kite graph

The objective of the assessment process is to generate a unique and customized model of digital
commerce maturity at your company, so that you will be more effective at planning and influencing the
development of digital strategy at your company.
Let’s get started.
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Dimensions
ACMS dimensions are raw measures of business proficiency in the key areas that constrain your overall
ability to achieve excellence in digital commerce. For example, a business may be great at strategy and
operations – but with poor technology, any digital experiences that it delivers are unlikely to be optimal
relative to the current “gold standard”.
The assessment covers four dimensions:

Organization

Strategy

Are the skills, operations, metrics, and

Is the quality of digital commerce, and the

accountabilities related to digital commerce

digital experiences that comprise it, a divisional

outsourced, isolated in specific business groups,

responsibility, or an obsession of your entire

or shared across your entire organization? Is the

company? How concerned are C-suite executives

business concerned with channel attribution?

with digital strategy, and for how long has this

This determines whether digital commerce is

been the case? This determines whether digital

Autonomous (A) or Integrated (I).

commerce is Tactical (T) or Fundamental (F).

Interaction

Technology

Does your company interact with customers

How close is your company’s technology

through one voice, giving them a unified

infrastructure to the current state-of-the-art in

experience regardless of channel or touchpoint?

enterprise software? Do business units rely on

Does it listen with one set of ears to continually

homegrown applications and aging architecture,

update a single, shared, and reliable profile

or do they have access to the latest commercial

of customers that is available to your entire

platforms and integration capabilities? This

organization? This determines whether digital

determines whether digital commerce is

commerce is Discrete (D) or Consistent (C).

Legacy (L) or Progressive (P).

You will self-rank your business from 0 to 18 in each of these dimensions, and assign an orientation
code based on whether the scores fall in the bottom half (A, T, D, and L) or the top half (I, F, C, and
P). At the end of this process, you will have generated a complete maturity profile for your company
consisting of one letter from each of the four dimensions (such as AFDL or ITCP).
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Maturity Profiles
Once scoring for the dimensions is complete, you will be able to determine which one of the sixteen
distinct ACMS maturity profiles your business belongs to:

Figure 1: ACMS Profile Table with Maturity Levels

IFDL

Integrated
Fundamental
Discrete
Legacy

ITDL

Integrated
Tactical
Discrete
Legacy

AFDL

Autonomous
Fundamental
Discrete
Legacy

ATDL

Autonomous
Tactical
Discrete
Legacy

IFDP

Integrated
Fundamental
Discrete
Progressive

ITDP

Integrated
Tactical
Discrete
Progressive

AFDP

Autonomous
Fundamental
Discrete
Progressive

ATDP

Autonomous
Tactical
Discrete
Progressive

IFCL

Integrated
Fundamental
Consistent
Legacy

ITCL

Integrated
Tactical
Consistent
Legacy

AFCL

Autonomous
Fundamental
Consistent
Legacy

ATCL

Autonomous
Tactical
Consistent
Legacy

IFCP

Integrated
Fundamental
Consistent
Progressive

ITCP

Integrated
Tactical
Consistent
Progressive

AFCP

Autonomous
Fundamental
Consistent
Progressive

ATCP

Autonomous
Tactical
Consistent
Progressive

Lowest maturity
Emerging maturity
Average maturity
Developed maturity
Highest maturity
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ACMS maturity profiles are arranged in this table so that the overall capacity of a business to excel at
digital commerce increases as you move up and towards the right. Companies with different profiles
at the same level – an AFCL and an ITDP, for example – may have divergent characteristics, but if each
takes full advantage of its unique assets, both will be equally capable of delivering a digital commerce
experience that consumers would rate as “average” relative to the larger market.
Remember that maturity profiles are not a measure of how good your existing digital experiences are.
Instead, they indicate the level of quality you can expect to achieve in a digital commerce project, relative
to the current market ideal, and based on how capable you believe your company to be across the four
dimensions.
Once you understand your maturity profile, you will be better able to articulate the ways in which
characteristics of your business limit your ability to deliver digital experiences. You will also have a
better framework to help you understand which commerce solutions and strategies are best suited to the
unique strengths and weaknesses of your enterprise.
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Kite Graph
The final step in the ACMS assessment involves generating a kite graph. This four-axis anisometric
diagram transforms your raw organization, strategy, interaction, and technology scores into a shape that
represents the digital commerce footprint of your company.
As each score increases from 0 to 18, the edges of your kite are pushed toward the outer boundaries
of the graph, which denote the current standards of excellence in vision, engineering, operations, and
customer experience for digital commerce experiences.

Figure 2: Blank and Sample ACMS Kite Graphs

How Big Is Your Kite?
Obtaining the maximum score in every dimension results in a footprint that covers the entire chart,
and indicates that a business possesses all of the strategic, organizational, customer interaction, and
technology capabilities necessary to deliver digital commerce experiences that consumers would rank
among the world’s best.
For everyone else, the ACMS kite graph offers a visual way to evaluate the relative strengths and
weaknesses of a company’s digital commerce footprint. In our example above, the diagram makes it clear
that digital experiences at this ITCP business are currently being held back by limitations in strategy and
customer interaction quality.
What constraints will your assessment reveal?
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ACMS Case Studies
In this section, two prominent global enterprises are evaluated to demonstrate the application of Advanced
Commerce Maturity Scale assessment in real-world scenarios.

International Apparel Retailer
A major fashion brand operates several thousand stores on
multiple continents, with localized ecommerce in about half
of the countries where it has a presence. Digital strategy is
centralized at the executive level, and has risen significantly in
importance and priority after accountability was transferred 18
months ago from a Senior Vice-President to the CMO.
Ecommerce and in-store sales remain entrenched in separate
channels, but the company began introducing shared metrics
and technology about a year ago in an attempt to track the
behavior and value of its customers across touchpoints. This
rollout, in addition to that of several omnichannel features such as in-store pickup and returns, has been
encumbered by CRM, ERP, and ecommerce architecture that has proven time-consuming to integrate
effectively with the proposed front-end capabilities.
These shortcomings are reflected in a somewhat fragmented customer experience, which is relatively
common for a large multichannel retailer. Digital commerce deficiencies include gaps in customer
recognition and messaging between desktop, mobile, and in-store touchpoints; lack of marketing
consistency between different phases in the buying cycle; and generally weak omnichannel distribution
capabilities. The overall quality of the digital commerce operations also varies significantly between
geographic markets.
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Assessment Results
The dimension scores for this retailer (O=8, S=12, I=6, T=8) give it a profile of AFDL, and place it at
the emerging maturity level. Digital commerce strategy is relatively strong at this company, but its
organizational, interaction, and technology capabilities rank at or slightly below average, relative to the
current standard of excellence across the consumer market at large.

Figure 3: ACMS Kite Graph for an International Apparel Retailer

Digital commerce at this retailer functions in a generally Autonomous manner, is Fundamental to
overall enterprise growth, delivers Discrete experiences as customers move through the buying cycle,
and relies primarily on Legacy technologies to operate.
A more detailed description of AFDL businesses, applicable to this company, along with several key
recommendations, can be found on page 20 in the Understand Your Maturity Profile chapter.
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Leading Digital Entertainment Network
A leading Internet entertainment network reaches nearly 60
million subscribers in more than 40 countries around the world.
As a pure-play service provider with a long history of engineering
excellence, the business enjoys inherent and material advantages
over almost any other enterprise when it comes to the execution
of digital commerce.
Unlike our previous retail example, this company is free from
the constraints of inventory, distribution, and fulfillment – and so
is able to focus with laser-like precision on perfecting its digital
customer experience. Yet despite their differences, it is still
important to assess on the same scale when it comes to advanced commerce. Businesses like this one set
an absolute standard for digital experience, because consumers don’t particularly care about logistical
challenges in your vertical – they simply perceive that your websites, mobile apps, and email campaigns
just aren’t as good as those from Amazon, Apple, Spotify, Starbucks, or whatever their favorite digital allstar brand happens to be.
Returning briefly to our case study, this specific entertainment network offers consumers a deeply
personalized experience, seamless transfers across multiple devices, and good performance across most
of the geographies in which it operates. The C-suite has been obsessed for some time with delivering a
world-class digital experience to its customers, and it invests aggressively to maintain dominance as a
leader in digital commerce.
Digital commerce at this company operates as
an Integrated function across every facet of the
business, is Fundamental to overall enterprise
growth, delivers a completely Consistent
experiences as customers move through the
buying cycle, and relies primarily on Progressive
technologies to operate.
A more detailed description of IFCP businesses,
applicable to this company, along with several key
recommendations, can be found on page 31 in the
Understand Your Maturity Profile chapter.

Figure 4: ACMS Kite Graph for a Leading Digital Entertainment Network
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Organization

Strategy

Interaction

Technology

Complete The Assessment
It’s time to rate your own company. Read and fill out the ACMS assessment inventory to find out how well
your business scores across each of the four ACMS dimensions.
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Dimension One: Organization
Identify one box in each column that most closely describes the current state of your business.
If you have been at this level for 18 months or more, circle an odd number (1, 3, 5, 7, or 9).
Otherwise, circle an even number (0, 2, 4, 6 or 8). You should have one number circled for
each column. Add the two numbers to obtain a total score out of 18.

Structural Dynamics
•
•
•

No internal digital commerce expertise.
Ecommerce may be completely outsourced.
Digital marketing may be completely
outsourced.

Selling Orientation
0

•

•
•

1
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Some digital commerce expertise isolated
within the enterprise.
Digital projects are launched ad hoc or
independently by teams.
Digital champion is at the Manager or
Director level.

Significant digital commerce expertise in one
or more business units within the enterprise.
Digital projects are managed and
coordinated within their respective business
units.
Digital champion is at the Vice President
level.
Significant digital commerce expertise in
every business unit, or shared across the
entire enterprise via a center of excellence.
Digital projects are managed and
coordinated across the entire enterprise.
Digital champion is a C-level executive.

Digital commerce expertise is core to the
entire enterprise.
Digital projects are considered a
fundamental part of every single project
undertaken by the organization.
The entire C-suite is obsessed with digital.

2

•

•
•

3
•

4

5

•

•

•

6

•
•

7
•

8
•
•

9

Sell through traditional silos – competitive
online and offline channels with separate
customer profiles and marketing.
Separate divisions for online and offline.
Competitive ownership of online vs. offline
P&L by different executives.

Sell through traditional silos, but with some
shared goals or metrics (e.g. online influence
on store visits and revenue).
Separate divisions for online and offline.
Co-operative ownership of online vs. offline
P&L by different executives.

Distinction between online and offline
channels beginning to disappear.
Experimenting with different channel
structures (e.g. by region, segment) that
integrate online and offline.
Co-operative ownership of P&L by channel.

Online and offline sales channels are mostly
integrated.
Strong appetite for collapsing P&L across
online and offline channels.
Many joint sales metrics for online and
offline channels.

No distinction between online and offline
channels – one organization, one P&L, with
one executive accountable.
Fully-integrated goals and targets.
Single set of sales metrics for all online and
offline channels.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Your Organization score {0 -18}
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Dimension Two: Strategy
Identify one box in each column that most closely describes the current state of your business.
If you have been at this level for 18 months or more, circle an odd number (1, 3, 5, 7, or 9).
Otherwise, circle an even number (0, 2, 4, 6 or 8). You should have one number circled for
each column. Add the two numbers to obtain a total score out of 18.

Track Record
•
•

Revenue derived from digital is non-existent,
or a very small proportion of total revenue.
Over the past 2 years, digital touchpoints
were tactical and not considered as part of
C-Suite corporate strategy.

Vision
0

•

1
•
•

Revenue derived from digital is small in
proportion but growing in importance.
Over the past 2 years, digital touchpoints
have had a small but growing influence on
C-Suite corporate strategy.

•

2

•

•
•

3
•
•

A significant proportion of total revenue is
derived from or influenced by digital.
Over the past 2 years, digital touchpoints
have had a significant influence on C-Suite
corporate strategy.

•

4
•

5
•
•

Digital is one of the most important
contributors to total revenue.
Over the past 2 years, digital touchpoints
have been central to C-Suite considerations
of revenue and growth.

•

6
•

7
•
•

All or almost all revenue is either derived
from or influenced by digital.
Over the past 2 years, the C-Suite has been
obsessed with digital touchpoints as a driver
of corporate revenue and growth.

•

8
•

9

Relies on minimum-viable web
experiences, such as a brand site and a
basic storefront.
Little movement towards integrating the
customer experience across all channels.
Digital strategy is not a concern at the
senior management and executive levels.
Brand and transactional digital experiences
are built and maintained separately.
Brand marketing and commerce strategies
are set independently. Mobile is either
a mirror of the desktop experience, or
delivered via point solutions.

Brand and transactional touchpoints are
somewhat integrated. Offline strategies may
still be separate. Emerging touchpoints are
not considered strategic.
Digital is considered a vital part of the
business, and has representation at an
executive level.
Brand and transactional touchpoints
are integrated and offline strategies are
currently merging with online. You have new
touchpoints on your roadmap.
Digital is considered a vital part of the
business, and has representation at an
executive level.
Business strategies are integrated across
all online, offline, and emerging channels –
there is little distinction between corporate
and digital strategies.
Ownership of digital strategy resides in the
C-Suite.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Your Strategy score {0 -18}
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Dimension Three: Interaction
Identify one box in each column that most closely describes the current state of your business.
If you have been at this level for 18 months or more, circle an odd number (1, 3, 5, 7, or 9).
Otherwise, circle an even number (0, 2, 4, 6 or 8). You should have one number circled for
each column. Add the two numbers to obtain a total score out of 18.

Brand to Customer
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Accountability for the customer experience
changes through the buying cycle with little
or no coordination.
Significant design, voice, brand, and other
experience changes depending on channel
and touchpoint.

Early or minimal efforts to coordinate the
customer experience through the buying
cycle.
Efforts have been made to unify the customer
experience across channels and touchpoints.
Some tactical multichannel integration
projects have been attempted.
Significant efforts to coordinate the customer
experience through the buying cycle.
The customer experience is generally
consistent across all channels and
touchpoints.
Strategic multichannel integration projects
are underway or have been completed.
Ownership and accountability for the
customer experience resides in a single
senior team.
The customer experience is completely
consistent across all channels and
touchpoints, within one or more individual
business units.
The customer experience is completely
unified throughout the buying cycle and
across the whole enterprise, and is owned at
the C-Suite.
The customer experience is enhanced
and improved as customers move across
channels and touchpoints.

Customer to Brand
0

•
•

Customer data from different channels is
completely isolated.
There are no or multiple views of the
customer available, with little or no
aggregation, profiling, or segmentation.

1

2

1
•

•

3
•

4

•

Some shared customer data is available in
select channels. Tactical personalization has
been attempted.
Efforts are underway to aggregate or
federate customer data into rational profiles
for segmentation.

Most channels market, deliver, or sell based
on consistent customer and business data.
A basic, but effective and strategic
personalization program is underway in
select channels.

5

6
•

7
•

9

2

3

4

5
•

8

0

Brand and commerce experiences are
almost always the same, and are based on
consistent, aggregated data.
Advanced personalization is being rolled
out across channels to create a completely
customer-centric experience.

Channels are mere touchpoints in a unified
customer experience based on a shared,
aggregated 360-degree profile of each
individual customer.

6

7

8

9

Your Interaction score {0 -18}
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Dimension Four: Technology
Identify one box in each column that most closely describes the current state of your business.
If you have been at this level for 18 months or more, circle an odd number (1, 3, 5, 7, or 9).
Otherwise, circle an even number (0, 2, 4, 6 or 8). You should have one number circled for each
column. Add the two numbers to obtain a total score out of 18.

Application Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Basic catalog storefront.
No ability to connect offline product/
inventory with web channel.
All visitors receive identical experience.
No mobile commerce.
Basic or no analytics.
Basic storefront with point solutions (reviews,
product recommendations, A/B testing).
Basic segmentation and targeting.
Basic mobile site not integrated with web
(may be outsourced).
Ecommerce platform separate from WCM.
WCM integrated with ecommerce solution
to support content and commerce across
online channel.
Marketer cannot always publish experiences
without help of IT.
Experience is personalized with manual or
rules-based targeting through commerce
platform or point solution.
WCM integrated with ecommerce solution to
support commerce experiences online and
offline
Brand and commerce experiences are
almost always the same (missing 360
degree view of the customer to personalize).
Marketer has ability to publish experiences
independent of IT.
Integrated marketing tools drive targeting.
Complete commerce integration with WCM,
analytics, testing/target tools, CRM, ERP,
personalization, offline data, etc.
Marketer experiences independent of IT.
Marketer has the ability to target customer
based on real-time context across channels.
Integrated, omni-touchpoint data and
predictive analytics drive targeting.

Integration Capabilities
0
1
2
3

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

4
•
•

5

•

•

6

•

•

7
•

8

9

•

•

No current investment in cross-channel
technology, or completely outsourced
commerce.
Conventional applications with no integration.
Strongly prefers conventional to innovative
solutions.
Point solutions from multiple vendors.
Little integration between commerce
technology, point solutions, and marketing
technology, offline/other channels.
Mostly prefers conventional to innovative
solutions.
Comfortable with the idea of multiple
solutions, and seeking to move from point to
best-of-breed solutions.
Heavy use of custom application integrations.
Early investments in cross-channel technology
to aggregate or federate data.
Balanced attitude towards conventional vs.
innovative solutions.
Actively seeks best-of-breed solutions to
provide unique or competitive differentiators.
Successful use of cross-channel technology
like APIs or modern integration frameworks
to aggregate or federate data.
Mostly prefers innovative to conventional
solutions.

Operates a competitively differentiated
platform featuring best-of-breed solutions.
Uses advanced APIs and cross-channel
technology to integrate data and
capabilities.
Strongly prefers innovative to conventional
solutions.

0
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

Your Technology score {0 -18}
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Evaluate Your Results
Copy your scores for Organization, Strategy, Interaction, and Technology into the second column
below. If a score falls between 0 and 9, your orientation code for that dimension is listed in the third
column (A, T, D, or L). If a score falls between 10 and 18, your orientation code for that dimension is
listed in the fourth column (I, F, C, or P). Write the four orientation codes you obtain into the boxes
provided to determine your final ACMS maturity profile.

Your Score {0-18}

If Score is 0-9

If Score is 10-18

Organization

A

I

Strategy

T

F

Interaction

D

C

Technology

L

P

Your ACMS maturity type:

Organization

Strategy

Interaction

Technology

You have now determined the ACMS maturity profile of your company. For a detailed description of each
classification, along with several key recommendations, consult the Understand Your Maturity Profile
chapter beginning on page 21. To see how your characteristics compare to the global leaders that create
and deliver the world’s best digital commerce experiences, refer to this chart:

Strategic Maturity (Future Experiences)

Figure 5: Comparative ACMS Profile Table

IFDL

IFDP

IFCL

IFCP

ITDL

ITDP

ITCL

ITCP

AFDL

AFDP

AFCL

AFCP

ATDL

ATDP

ATCL

ATCP

Execution Maturity (Current Experiences)
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The final step in the ACMS assessment is creating a kite graph for your business. This four-axis
anisometric diagram transforms the raw organization, strategy, interaction, and technology scores into a
shape that represents the digital commerce footprint of your company.
The outer boundaries of the graph denote the current standards of excellence in vision, engineering,
operations, and customer experience for digital commerce experiences. Completing your kite graph will
allow you to determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of your company, and identify exactly
where and how far they fall short of the standards set by the global leaders that deliver the world’s best
digital commerce experiences.

Four diagonal axes extend from the center of the graph to each corner – one for each dimension. Plot your
Organization, Strategy, Interaction, and Technology scores on the appropriate axis. Joining these vertices will produce
a kite shape that establishes your digital commerce footprint.
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Understand Your Maturity Profile
The sixteen ACMS maturity profiles represent companies that are very different in terms of their
characteristics and capacity to excel at digital commerce. For this reason, each profile calls for a
considerable difference in strategy when it comes to planning a digital commerce project.
This chapter provides a short overview and recommendations for each maturity profile, to help you focus
your thinking around the solutions and approaches that will bring the most meaningful and beneficial
improvements to your business.

Figure 6: ACMS Profiles with Avatars

IFDL

The Prisoner of Technology

ITDL

The Omnichannel Seeker

AFDL

The Digital Journeyman

ATDL

The Underdog

IFDP

The Contender

ITDP

The Omnichannel Architect

AFDP

The Technology Pioneer

ATDP

The Frustrated Technologist

IFCL

The Status Quo Leader

ITCL

The Omnichannel Engineer

AFCL

The Experience Artisan

ATCL

The MacGyver

IFCP

The Digital All-Star

ITCP

The Omnichannel Expert

AFCP

The Experience Champion

ATCP

The Centre of Excellence
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ATDL - The Underdog
ORGANIZATION
Autonomous

Integrated

STRATEGY
Tactical

Fundamental

INTERACTION
Discrete

Consistent

TECHNOLOGY
Legacy

Progressive

ATDL companies consider digital commerce to be a distinct channel or division within their organization.
Digital experiences have a relatively minor influence on topline revenue, and a history of being seen by
the C-suite as departmental responsibilities, cost centers, or tactics rather than strategic investments.
Technology teams at ATDL businesses are often saddled with outdated enterprise technology stacks, or
software portfolios that consist of homegrown systems, packaged applications, and midmarket SaaS
solutions that were acquired organically and remain disconnected. As a result, consumers often report
that their interactions with ATDL brands seem inconsistent across touchpoints, while ATDL managers can
feel constrained by unreliable customer data, and a limited ability to create, improve, or influence the
company’s digital experiences.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: An urgent need for digital transformation that can motivate rapid change.

•

Challenge: Lack of digital commerce leadership and expertise at the highest level.

•

Opportunity: Find a digital commerce executive or advisor capable of developing a vision and plan
to improve digital commerce maturity across all dimensions.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ATDP - The Frustrated Technologist
ORGANIZATION
Autonomous

Integrated

STRATEGY
Tactical

Fundamental

INTERACTION
Discrete

Consistent

TECHNOLOGY
Legacy

Progressive

ATDP companies consider digital commerce to be a distinct channel or division within their organization.
Digital experiences have a secondary, but growing influence on overall revenue. Although they have
a history of being seen by the C-suite as departmental responsibilities or tactics, they are considered
important enough to justify substantial spending on both software and talent.
ATDP companies have capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed modern
applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms. The positive impact of these
projects in ATDP companies is limited, however, by a lack of both organizational alignment and C-level
support for larger-scale digital transformations. Despite the Progressive technology available to them,
ATDP companies still struggle to maintain interaction consistency for consumers across touchpoints,
while ATDP managers feel unable to implement more transformative digital experiences due to strategic
and organizational roadblocks.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Access to effective technology infrastructure and corresponding expertise.

•

Challenge: Lack of digital commerce leadership and expertise at the highest level.

•

Opportunity: Find a digital commerce executive or advisor capable of developing a vision and plan
to better leverage investments in digital commerce technology.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ATCL - The MacGyver
ORGANIZATION
Autonomous

Integrated

STRATEGY
Tactical

Fundamental

INTERACTION
Discrete

Consistent

TECHNOLOGY
Legacy

Progressive

ATCL companies tend to run their digital commerce operations as independent units with a distinct
customer experience. In many cases, they may be completely outsourced. Although digital experiences
are fundamental to these units, they may have a limited influence on topline revenue for the enterprise
at large. In keeping with this model, the C-suite often views digital commerce as additive rather than core
to the business.
Digital groups at ATCL companies have shrewd technology teams, partners, or vendors that have
succeeded at combining existing technology from the larger enterprise with point solutions, custom
integrations, and front-end wizardry to deliver a unified customer experience – so long as the
relationship is limited to the digital business unit. When this is the case, consumers report generally
consistent interactions across touchpoints. ATCL managers, on the other hand, may feel constrained by a
limited ability to optimize, modify, or create new digital experiences when using their heavily customized
tools built over legacy infrastructure – a combination that can hinder innovation.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Experience delivering effective, consistent digital customer interactions across multiple
touchpoints.

•

Challenge: Legacy technology infrastructure limits the ability to innovate or develop new digital
experiences beyond the status quo.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that offer
more flexibility and opportunities for innovation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ATCP - The Centre of Excellence
ORGANIZATION
Autonomous

Integrated

STRATEGY
Tactical

Fundamental

INTERACTION
Discrete

Consistent

TECHNOLOGY
Legacy

Progressive

ATCP companies tend to run their digital commerce operations as independent units with a distinct
customer experience. In contrast to ATCL businesses, they tend to have more in-house technology
expertise and are less likely to completely outsource these competencies. Although digital experiences are
fundamental to these units, they may have a limited influence on topline revenue for the enterprise at
large. In keeping with this model, the C-suite often views digital commerce as additive rather than core to
the business.
Digital groups at ATCP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have
successfully deployed modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms,
allowing them to provide consistent interactions across touchpoints for consumers, and effective tools for
ATCP managers. Because of the relatively independent nature of the digital business unit, however, the
benefits of this progressive technology may not extend across the entire organization.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: One or more business units already using progressive technology to deliver a unified
digital experience to customers.

•

Challenge: Digital commerce as a practice is locked in a silo that can limit its transformative impact
on the business as a whole.

•

Opportunity: Break down organizational walls to scale digital business capabilities, assets, and
expertise across the entire enterprise.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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AFDL - The Digital Journeyman
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AFDL companies consider digital commerce to be highly strategic, and have made significant strides
towards redefining themselves as “digital first” businesses. Although the C-suite is obsessed with the
overall quality and efficacy of the company’s digital footprint, the organizational structure of the
enterprise remains siloed – at best, online and offline channels share a few key performance goals and
metrics, and at worst, they are locked in a competitive struggle.
Technology teams at AFDL businesses are often saddled with outdated enterprise technology stacks,
or software portfolios that consist of homegrown systems, packaged applications, and midmarket SaaS
solutions that were acquired organically and remain disconnected. Due to strong strategic vision and
executive sponsorship, however, limited progress towards integrating the front end experience may have
been made. As a result, consumers report that interactions with AFDL brands seem to fluctuate in their
consistency, while AFDL managers contend with customer data and digital experience tools that may be
unreliable or incomplete.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Effective strategy and executive support in place to support advanced digital commerce.

•

Challenge: Organizational silos and legacy technology infrastructure limit the ability to create
consistent, unified digital experiences.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that can
support the sharing of advanced digital commerce across the entire organization.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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AFDP - The Technology Pioneer
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AFDP companies consider digital commerce to be highly strategic, and have made significant strides
towards redefining themselves as “digital first” businesses. Although the C-suite is obsessed with the
overall quality and efficacy of the company’s digital footprint, the organizational structure of the
enterprise remains siloed – at best, online and offline channels share a few key performance goals and
metrics, and at worst, they are locked in a competitive struggle.
AFDP companies have capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed modern
applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms – an orientation that fits well
with their strong vision and C-level support for digital projects. This combination puts AFDP businesses
in a favorable position, but they tend to be saddled with organizational structures that limit the
transformative impact of their digital strategies. As a result, consumers report that their omnichannel
interactions with AFDP brands tend to fluctuate between quite good for some use cases, and inconsistent
for others. Similarly, AFDP managers enjoy effective tools for creating and managing many digital
experience features – but may have some “blind spots”, especially in true omnichannel scenarios.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Effective strategy, executive support, and technology infrastructure in place to support
advanced digital commerce.

•

Challenge: Digital commerce is locked in a silo that can limit its transformative impact on the
business as a whole.

•

Opportunity: Break down organizational walls to make digital customer experiences more unified
and consistent across channels and touchpoints.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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AFCL - The Experience Artisan
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AFCL companies consider digital commerce to be highly strategic, and have made significant strides
towards redefining themselves as “digital first” businesses. Although the C-suite is obsessed with the
overall quality and efficacy of the company’s digital footprint, the organizational structure of the
enterprise remains siloed – at best, online and offline channels share a few key performance goals and
metrics, and at worst, they are locked in a competitive struggle.
Digital groups at AFCL companies have shrewd technology teams, partners, or vendors that have
succeeded at combining existing technology from the larger enterprise with point solutions, custom
integrations, and front-end wizardry to deliver a unified customer experience – this, combined with a
strong vision and C-level support for digital projects, makes them a force to be reckoned with in terms
of their current digital experience. Yet AFCL businesses tend to have organizational structures that limit
their ability to scale or evolve these digital strategies, and this is compounded by legacy technologies
such as outdated enterprise systems or old homegrown applications. While consumers report generally
consistent interactions with AFCL brands across touchpoints, AFCL managers may feel constrained by a
limited ability to optimize, modify, or create new digital experiences when using their heavily customized
tools built over legacy infrastructure – a combination that can hinder innovation.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Experience delivering effective, consistent digital customer interactions across multiple
touchpoints, based on sound strategy.

•

Challenge: Legacy technology infrastructure limits the ability to innovate or develop new digital
experiences beyond the status quo.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that offer
more flexibility and opportunities for innovation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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AFCP - The Experience Champion
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AFCP companies consider digital commerce to be highly strategic, and have made significant strides
towards redefining themselves as “digital first” businesses. Although the C-suite is obsessed with the
overall quality and efficacy of the company’s digital footprint, the organizational structure of the
enterprise remains siloed – at best, online and offline channels share a few key performance goals and
metrics, and at worst, they are locked in a competitive struggle.
Digital groups at AFCP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have
successfully deployed modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms,
allowing them to provide consistent interactions across touchpoints for consumers, and effective tools for
their managers. Coupled with their strong vision, and C-level support for integrated, large-scale digital
projects, AFCP businesses often find themselves at the forefront of digital experience delivery – despite
having a channel orientation or organizational structure that can impedes true digital transformation.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Experience delivering effective, consistent digital customer interactions across multiple
touchpoints, based on sound strategy.

•

Challenge: Digital commerce functionality is locked in a silo that can limit its transformative impact
on the business as a whole.

•

Opportunity: Break down organizational walls to bring the benefits of digital business capabilities to
the entire enterprise.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ITDL - The Omnichannel Seeker
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At the operational level, digital commerce at ITDL companies is generally integrated into the rest of
the business, even though it may only comprise a limited percentage of overall revenue. Yet the C-suite
continues to view digital as a distinct medium, channel, or division rather than a fundamental part of the
brand. This dichotomy can arise when online and offline operations have been consolidated in a single
group, yet the overall customer experience across all channels is not owned by a single executive such as
the CMO.
Technology teams at ITDL businesses are often saddled with outdated enterprise technology stacks, or
software portfolios that consist of homegrown systems, packaged applications, and midmarket SaaS
solutions that were acquired organically and remain disconnected. As a result, consumers often report
that their interactions with ITDL brands seem inconsistent across touchpoints, while ITDL managers can
feel constrained by unreliable customer data, and a limited ability to create, improve, or influence the
company’s digital experiences.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Organizational structure well-suited for advanced, omnichannel digital commerce.

•

Challenge: Lack of a unified vision and outdated technology stifling digital transformation.

•

Opportunity: Develop an enterprise-wide strategy to acquire new technologies that offer more
flexibility and opportunities for innovation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ITDP - The Omnichannel Architect
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At the operational level, digital commerce at ITDP companies is generally integrated into the rest of
the business, even though it may only comprise a limited percentage of overall revenue. Yet the C-suite
continues to view digital as a distinct medium, channel, or division rather than a fundamental part of the
brand – although it is considered important enough to justify substantial spending on both software and
talent. This dichotomy can arise when online and offline operations have been consolidated in a single
group, yet the overall customer experience across all channels is not owned by a single executive such as
the CMO.
ITDP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed
modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms. Operational alignment
means that these tools are frequently used at a tactical level to support omnichannel use cases, although
the lack of executive support for enterprise-scale projects limits their impact as catalysts for true digital
transformation. With their integrated organization and progressive technology, ITDP companies have
the foundations needed to succeed at digital commerce – but without a unifying vision and executive
accountability for the overall customer experience, they can still struggle to maintain interaction
consistency for consumers across touchpoints, while ITDP managers are unable to rally support for more
transformative digital projects.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Well-integrated digital commerce operations with a good technology infrastructure.

•

Challenge: Lack of digital commerce accountability at the highest level that hinders improvements in
customer experience quality and consistency.

•

Opportunity: Develop an enterprise-scale vision and plan to better leverage existing digital
commerce technology and expertise.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ITCL - The Omnichannel Engineer
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At the operational level, digital commerce at ITCL companies is generally integrated into the rest of the
business, even though it may only comprise a limited percentage of overall revenue. Often due to the
size of the parent enterprise, the C-suite views digital as an essential but distinct medium, channel, or
division rather than a fundamental part of the brand. This dichotomy can arise when online and offline
operations have been consolidated in a single group, yet the overall customer experience across all
channels is not owned by a single executive such as the CMO. Despite this, ITCL companies have amassed
enough expertise and competence to deliver an exceptional digital experience.
Digital groups at ITCL companies have shrewd technology teams, partners, or vendors that have
succeeded at combining existing technology from the larger enterprise with point solutions, custom
integrations, and front-end wizardry to deliver a unified customer experience across touchpoints that
is consistent and satisfactory for customers. ITCL managers, on the other hand, may feel constrained
by a limited ability to optimize, modify, or create new digital experiences beyond the status quo when
using their heavily customized tools built over legacy infrastructure – a combination that can hinder
innovation.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Experience delivering effective, consistent digital customer interactions across multiple
touchpoints from an integrated organization.

•

Challenge: Legacy technology infrastructure limits the ability to innovate or develop new digital
experiences beyond the status quo.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that offer
more flexibility and opportunities for innovation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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ITCP - The Omnichannel Expert
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At the operational level, digital commerce at ITCP companies is generally integrated into the rest of the
business, even though it may only comprise a limited percentage of overall revenue. Often due to the
size of the parent enterprise, the C-suite views digital as an essential but distinct medium, channel, or
division rather than a fundamental part of the brand – although one considered important enough to
justify substantial spending on both software and talent. This dichotomy can arise when online and
offline operations have been consolidated in a single group, yet the overall customer experience across all
channels is not owned by a single executive such as the CMO. Despite this, ITCP companies have amassed
enough expertise and competence to deliver an exceptional digital experience.
ITCP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed
modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms. Operational alignment
means that these tools are frequently used at a tactical level to support omnichannel use cases, although
the lack of executive support for enterprise-scale projects may limit their impact as catalysts for true
digital transformation. With their integrated organization and progressive technology, ITCP companies
are extremely competitive and may be considered leaders in digital commerce.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Experience using modern technologies to deliver effective, consistent digital customer
interactions across multiple touchpoints.

•

Challenge: Lack of digital commerce accountability at the highest level that hinders further
improvements in customer experience quality and consistency.

•

Opportunity: Develop an enterprise-scale vision and plan to make maximum use of existing digital
commerce technology and expertise to achieve digital transformation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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IFDL - The Prisoner of Technology
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IFDL companies consider digital commerce to be absolutely fundamental to their brand, and are either
pure digital players, or have made significant strides towards redefining themselves as “digital first”
businesses. From the C-suite to the operational level, digital customer experiences are always top of mind,
and their contribution to both current revenue and future growth are seen as essential to the continuing
viability of the company.
Technology and technical expertise are where IFDL companies struggle – they are often saddled with
outdated enterprise technology stacks, or software portfolios that consist of homegrown systems,
packaged applications, and midmarket SaaS solutions that were acquired organically and remain
disconnected. Due to strong strategic vision and executive sponsorship, however, limited progress
towards integrating the front end experience may have been made. As a result, consumers report that
interactions with IFDL brands seem to fluctuate in their consistency, while IFDL managers contend with
customer data and digital experience tools that may be unreliable or incomplete.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Sound strategy, executive accountability, and an organizational structure well-suited for
advanced, omnichannel digital commerce.

•

Challenge: Legacy technology infrastructure limits the ability to create consistent, unified digital
experiences.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that offer
more flexibility and opportunities for innovation.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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IFDP - The Contender
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IFDP companies consider digital commerce to be absolutely fundamental to their brand, and are either
pure digital players, or have made significant strides towards redefining themselves as “digital first”
businesses. From the C-suite to the operational level, digital customer experiences are always top of mind,
and their contribution to both current revenue and future growth are seen as essential to the continuing
viability of the company.
IFDP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed
modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms. Operational alignment
and executive support mean that a roadmap is often in place to leverage these tools as catalysts for
continued innovation and transformation. IFDP businesses have all the elements needed to vault
themselves into the highest tier of digital maturity – they only need to execute on their plans to improve
the delivery and consistency of their digital customer experiences, and empower managers to use all of
their available tools to drive insights and innovation.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Has all of the basic capabilities needed to be a digital commerce leader.

•

Challenge: Digital experiences remain stubbornly inconsistent or unsatisfying for customers.

•

Opportunity: Acquire additional talent and refine processes to improve digital commerce delivery.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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IFCL companies consider digital commerce to be absolutely fundamental to their brand, and are either
pure digital players, or have made significant strides towards redefining themselves as “digital first”
businesses. From the C-suite to the operational level, digital customer experiences are always top of mind,
and their contribution to both current revenue and future growth are seen as essential to the continuing
viability of the company.
IFCL companies have shrewd technology teams, partners, or vendors that have succeeded at combining
their enterprise technology with point solutions, custom integrations, and front-end wizardry to deliver
a unified customer experience – this, combined with a strong vision and C-level support for digital
projects, makes them a force to be reckoned with in terms of their current digital experience. For these
reasons, consumers tend to report positive and consistent interactions with IFCL brands across multiple
touchpoints. Despite the considerable assets at their disposal, however, IFCL managers may still feel
constrained in their ability to optimize, modify, or create new digital experiences beyond the status quo
when using their heavily customized tools built over legacy infrastructure – a combination that can
hinder innovation and make it difficult for IFCL companies to maintain their dominant position.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Likely to be a dominant player or current digital commerce leader.

•

Challenge: Legacy technology infrastructure limits the ability to innovate or develop new digital
experiences beyond the status quo.

•

Opportunity: Explore ways to replace or augment outdated systems with new technologies that offer
flexibility and future-proofing.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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IFCP - The Digital All-Star
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IFCP companies consider digital commerce to be absolutely fundamental to their brand, and are either
pure digital players, or have made significant strides towards redefining themselves as “digital first”
businesses. From the C-suite to the operational level, digital customer experiences are always top of mind,
and their contribution to both current revenue and future growth are seen as essential to the continuing
viability of the company.
IFCP companies have highly capable technology teams or partners that have successfully deployed
modern applications such as marketing cloud products or integration platforms. Operational alignment,
strategic vision, and executive support mean that these tools are often used across the organization as
catalysts for continued innovation and disruption. With their integrated organization, clear strategy, and
progressive technology infrastructure, IFCP companies are far and away the leaders in digital commerce,
with capabilities that meet or come very close to the current standard of excellence.

Key Takeaways
•

Advantage: Likely to be a dominant player or current digital commerce leader.

•

Challenge: Maintaining a dominant position and challenging new markets.

•

Opportunity: Continue exploring and acquiring new technologies that increase flexibility, futureproofing, and the capacity to innovate.

DOWNLOAD PROFILE
please feel free to share on your social networks
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Next Steps
Thank you for your interest in the Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale. We hope that completing this
assessment has given you valuable insight into your organization’s digital commerce capabilities, as well
as a better approach for identifying strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities.
Both the maturity profile and kite graph can be used in a number of ways to help you articulate, plan, and
influence digital commerce strategy:
•

As a gap analysis to identify problematic areas in your digital commerce footprint

•

To demonstrate the need for transformation or investment in a specific dimension

•

To benchmark current capabilities as a control for future re-assessment

•

As an tool to explore the effect of investments in one dimension versus another

•

As an illustration of your capabilities to enhance SWAT and other analyses

With additional data, the Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale can also be used:
•

To benchmark your company against industry peers or the broader digital commerce market

•

As an input or filter when evaluating and procuring technology solutions

•

As an input or filter when evaluating potential technology service providers

For more information about using the Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale as a tool for technology
or service provider evaluation, please contact us. Complimentary assistance is available to help
qualified companies complete and interpret their assessment.
Email us at ACMS@elasticpath.com for more information.
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About Elastic Path
Elastic Path provides digital commerce software that helps the world’s biggest brands generate billions
in revenue. Our patent-pending technology seamlessly brings omnichannel commerce into content
management platforms, allowing businesses to deliver complete, consistent digital experiences that
maximize engagement and conversion. Elastic Path serves more than 200 customers worldwide,
including McGraw-Hill Education, Virgin Media, LVMH, Western Union, TeliaSonera, Garmin, and Kiabi.
Elastic Path Software
300-455 Granville Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada, V6C 1T1
www.elasticpath.com | ACMS@elasticpath.com
North America toll-free: 1-800-942-5282
Europe: +44 1189-485-400
Worldwide: +1 604-408-8070
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